
Dry Fly Tactics


  Who does not love the excitement of a trout, bass, pike or as a matter of fact any 
gamefish violently or subtlety sipping a dry fly?  I know I do!!  Dry fly action is truly the 
pure essence of our sport.  The take, again whether subtle or violent can send tingling 
sensations up your spine, can make you want to come back again and again. All 
sounds so good and it should be every time you go out this should happen, well the 
fish gods don’t always cooperate and before you can experience that dry fly euphoria 
you must pay your dues and fool your prey with the best tactics to presenting a dry fly. 
I know this is not easy. Now depending where you are fishing you might disagree. But, I 
cut my teeth on the wily sophisticated trout of the Upper Delaware River. Where I have 
seen grown men almost come to tears trying to fool these wily trout. I even saw one 
guy give up fishing for bowling in shear frustration. Yes, there are times when these 
small brained creatures can really fool us sophisticated and highly intelligent humans. I 
know this might sound a little pessimistic but don’t give up hope and trade in your fly 
rods for bowling shoes yet. There is hope and a few tactics that might just save the 
day!




  So let's start at the beginning!  What is a dry fly?  Well, that’s a 
tough question to answer because any fly that rides on the surface 
can be considered a dry fly, such as hoppers, poppers, terrestrials 
and of course any mayfly or caddis imitation. For our purpose lets 
focus on the mayfly or caddisfly imitation.  A mayfly dry fly imitates 
the adult stage of a specific mayflies life cycle. This stage can be 
extremely enticing to a trout as the mayfly adult is riding on the 
surface preparing to fly off to become a sexually mature spinner. Y


  Yes, there are a lot of scientific terms to describe these lifecycle stages but I don't 
want to bore or lose you with scientific lingo. While the mayfly is riding along on the 
surface of a river or lake, they are sometimes motionless and other times moving to get 
fluids to their wings to prepare for their maturation period. This bit of information 
should tell you a lot about how to present a dry fly to eager trout. There will be times 
when the fly is motionless and a drag-free drift is critical to success. On the other hand 
there will be times when the fly is moving and yes this can even be during the spinner 
fall when supposedly they are dead after the mating ritual. I guess the important thing 
is to stay observant and this will dictate what presentation to employ to fool your target 
fish. Again let's focus on one specific time period and talk about when the fly is 
motionless and at the mercy of the current.  


  Depending on water conditions whether fast running riffle,  slow moving tail-out or 
pool are also factors to consider. Man, this fly fishing stuff is really complicated. It can 
be but there are some very good techniques and tactics that will fool fish know matter 
what conditions are happening. 


  Think about this for a minute, you're sitting in your living room watching your favorite 
TV series and you know your environment perfectly. Then something distract you, 



maybe a strange  light or an insect crawling across 
the floor, automatically you become more aware 
and go into predator mode because that’s what we 
are, predators.  A fish on the other hand is pretty 
close to the bottom of the food chain and their 
response is flight not fight. They immediately leave 
where they are at any disturbance to their natural 
environment. And believe it, their senses and 
instinct are sharp, even a heavy tippet material 
going over them can spook them. Ask my good 
friend Dave Rothrock about the skittish behavior of 
Slate Run brook trout. Ok so we understand that any disturbance will immediately send 
your target trout to his sheltering lie, a place where they feel safe. So our presentation 
from approaching the stream to introducing them to your delicious morsel must be 
perfect or at least as unobtrusive to their environment as possible


  Approaching the stream is a critical element of successful dry fly fishing. Please 
refrain from purchasing that fluorescent orange or chanteuse shirt and especially that 
white hat. This will send your target into a complete rage in attempt to get a way from 
you. Dress in subtle earth tone colors and choose a neutral color fly line. I like, green, 
blue, tan any color that will not create a flash of light over the feeding fish.  I know it 
sounds like you're going to war, well in essence you are but this time we are not taking 
any casualties. Approach the stream in a stealthy quiet manner, taking notice to the 
closest bank and working your way out. I cannot tell you how many times I have seen 
trout spooked as I was approaching the stream right at my feet. So wade slow and be 
aware of trout rising


  So, let's talk about presentation of your fly to a rising trout. In the old days there were 
a group of anglers who set down the law, and it went like this dry fly upstream and wet 
fly downstream, no exceptions. If you broke the rule you were no longer worthy and 
were thrown out of the club!  I think it Doug swisher or at least that was the first guy I 
saw who broke the rule and fished dry flies downstream. He made some very good 
reasons for presenting the dry fly down to a trout. His explanation was the trout saw 
the fly before your tippet, leader, and fly line and was much less a chance of spooking 
a rising trout. When I first saw this I was blown away and just had to experiment with 
this revolutionary idea. So off to my local trout stream to harass the wild trout that 
inhabited my stream. Man, I was fooling some trout that day but could not hook them 
to save my life, Lots of fish taking but not pulling. So I stopped fishing and had a 
beverage and a sandwich and thought about it for a while.  I thought how was the fly 
being presented, then it hit me, the fly was riding in the current the opposite direction 
opposite of  when I was presenting up-stream to them. Up-stream, When I set the hook 
the fly was driving into the trout’s mouth naturally. But when I set the hook with my new 
downstream presentation the hook was being pulled away from the rising trout. So I 
thought I need to wait a few seconds before setting the hook and let the trout take the 
fly. Back to the water and still consistently fooling the fish with the downstream 
presentation but this time it was different as the trout rose and took the fly I said to my 



self “Gotcha“ before I set and guess what?  I had a trout 
pulling on my line. I was so proud I figured it out. 


  Now the challenge was to entice fish without moving and 
extending my drift so selective trout would be more prone to 
eat my dry fly.   Again, I though and came up with a system I 
call fishing the clock. Imagine you're fishing and a trout rises 
in a position where you would have to reposition yourself to 
make a proper presentation. This commotion on the water 
will almost definitely diminish your chances for success.  
Welcome to fishing the clock, this system will work no 
matter where your target fish shows him or herself. Imagine 
standing in a stream and directly upstream is 12:00 so go to 
your right would be 3:00 and directly downstream is 6:00 
and to your left is 9:00. The first step is to try and present a large fly to each of these 
clock positions without moving your fly once it lands on the water. . Lets take a look at 
each position and how we can achieve success with “fishing the clock”


12:00 position. Probably one of the toughest positions to present your fly. You definitely 
do not want to throw your line over a feeding fish directly in front of you. So, a curve 
cast either right or left of the fish and stripping the fly back to you at the same speed 
as the current. Strip too fast and you will move the fly and spook the fish or get a 
rejection. 


3:00 For a right handed this offers some complications as you must do an in air mend 
of the fly line across your body. Be sure you start with this mend or you will need to 
make an on water mend and this will increase your chance of moving the fly out of the 
feeding land. Once the line is on the water with the belly of the line upstream, not 
downstream creating a drag situation. You then can make short end of the rod tip 
upstream mend adjustments to keep your fly riding in the current at a natural pace and 
presentation. With a little flick of the wrist and short end of rod tip mends you can drift 
your artificial for long distances to rising trout. Don't forget to say gotcha on those 
downstream rising trout


6:00. Fish fishing directly downstream.  If you throw directly at the trout you most like 
will create an immediate drag situation. Try using a parachute cast or a serpentine cast. 
A cast where you put slack into the line and feed line down to the rising fish with quick 
wrists mends at the rod tip. Let the trout take and set the hook the slack line should 
give the fish a chance to take the fly and set the hook on its own


9:00 Position. Ahh, the Mecca for a right handed fly fisherman. Your upstream mend 
comes with much less effort than the 3:00 position and the ability to feed line to 
downstream trout seems effortless. Again, don’t forget to wait on the downstream 
feeders. This is the key to all downstream feeding trout. 


Get out and give your dry fly a ride!  





